Quick Reference Guide
Authoring and Editing Assessments
What is the Assessment Wizard?
Once you’ve created your topic structure and authored your questions
you are ready to organise those questions into an assessment. For information on topic structure and authoring questions please refer to the
Authoring Process Quick Reference Guide. This guide provides information on authoring and editing an assessment. Authoring Manager provides you with an assessment creation wizard to ease the process of
building an assessment.

How do I Begin Creating an Assessment?
Lets assume that we want to create an assessment for a course on financial accounting. So we will create an assessment folder labelled ‘Financial
Accounting Course’, by creating a folder we will be able to keep all of our
financial accounting assessments clustered together.

How do I Compose an Assessment?
Now lets go ahead and compose our assessment using the Assessment
Wizard. Choosing Add assessment from the folder’s right click menu
launches the assessment wizard which will guide you through building an
assessment step by step.
The first thing the wizard prompts us to do is give the assessment a
name, to identify the type of assessment we are creating and to add an
optional description for the assessment. In this case we want to create a
short quiz about the income statement.

Please note that there are four assessment types
you can choose from. These are Exam, Test, Quiz
or Survey.
Please be aware by default the assessment type
you set when creating your assessment will dictate
which assessment type tab it is displayed under if
delivered via secure assessment in perception.php.

Configuring Control Settings
Next the Wizard asks us to set some control parameters. These govern
how the assessment behaves and how participants interact with it.
Figure 1: Creating an Assessment Folder

Limiting Access to Folders
Within a shared repository you can limit user access to assessment folders on a need to know basis. For example, each instructor or each department in your organization could have a series of assessment folders and
sub-folders that only they could view and use. So in addition to creating
the ‘Financial Accounting Course’ folder we will also assign an administrator to it. In this case, the finance instructor.

For exams you may need extra security and time limits whereas with a
survey you may be concerned about keeping the identity of the participant anonymous. Because this is a quiz we will not need to record the
answers in the database. We do want to display feedback, we do not
want to allow open access as the content is still valuable and confidential.
And will put a time limit on the quiz, this will be a short quiz to help participants stem their forgetting curve and they should know this subject
well.

To assign an administrator, in Assessments view right click on the Assessment folder you wish to assign an administrator to and select Assign
Administrators to Current Assessment Folder...

Figure 3: Configuring Control Settings

Please note that the assessment type you select
will dictate the control parameters that are selected by default.

Figure 2: Assigning Administrators
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What Different Ways can I Add Questions in Authoring Manager?
Now we are ready to start adding questions. Within Authoring Manager,
assessments are composed of blocks of questions.
When you first create an assessment with the wizard, all of the questions
you select are added to one block. However if your assessment dictates
the need for multiple blocks you can edit the assessment after you’ve
completed the wizard and add additional blocks of questions. With each
additional block you gain more control over how the assessment behaves
and appears. Indeed a multiple block assessment can be configured to
branch based on participant performance.
Let’s go ahead and add our questions. To do this we use the select question interface. This interface provides a view of the topic hierarchy and it
affords three different methods for adding questions to the assessment:



Figure 5: Assessment Feedback

We can add all questions to the topic in which case the order of the
questions on the assessment is the same as the order of the questions
in the topic

What is the Assessment Editor?



Or we can pull questions from a topic at random, in which case we
need to specify the number of questions from the topic to present



Last we can add a single question at a time, in which case we can

The Assessment Editor offers a number of ways to customise and control
how your assessments work. We will use the quiz we just created to get
orientated with this feature. Double clicking on the assessment in the
display pane opens it in the Assessment Editor. The editor breaks the
assessment down into each of its component parts and allows you to edit
these parts. The main parts of every assessment are the control block,
the assessment flow and the feedback and outcomes.

actually expand the topic hierarchy to reveal each question in the topic
and add an individual question.

Figure 4: Adding questions in Authoring Manager
Figure 6: Assessment Tree in Assessment Editor

How can I Configure Feedback
Options?
Now that we have selected the questions to appear on the quiz the last
step of the assessment Wizard involves configuring the feedback options.
The assessment wizard makes it possible to set a pass/fail threshold and
to compose a feedback message for both the passing and the failing outcome.
Notice by enabling the pass/fail feedback the tabs on the left side of the
dialog box change to reflect the two different outcomes: either pass or
fail.
Now we can use these tabs to compose the appropriate feedback messages. Also note the toolbar at the top of the feedback dialog. This can be
used to format the feedback message which can even include links to
instructional content or websites. Being able to direct participants to further instruction is very useful especially in the case of a failing outcome.

How can I use the Control Block?
Lets investigate the options we can edit in the control block. The control
block settings are broken down into assessment properties and security
options. The assessment properties which can be changed here include
assessment name, assessment description, type of assessment, whether
or not results are anonymous, whether or not results are saved in the
database, time limit, template file for the look and feel of the assessment
and whether or not Save as you Go is enabled and if it is enabled how
frequently answers are saved.
The security options that can be enabled or disabled here include: assessment monitoring to require somebody to monitor the participant while
they are answering the assessment, allowing the assessment to be
launched from another system, requiring a Questionmark secure browser
to launch the assessment, allowing open access to the assessment and
password protecting the scheduling of this assessment.

What can I do with the Assessment
Flow?
The assessment flow contains the blocks of questions that will appear and
controls how a participant proceeds through those questions. By selecting
a question block then choosing ‘Tryout Selected item’ from the Context
menu we can preview how the questions will appear on the assessment.
The assessment flow is also where you can add additional question blocks
and jump blocks to assessments. Jump blocks can be used to create
branches between question blocks within the assessment based on how a
participant performs; this is commonly referred to as adaptive testing.

Figure 9: Jump Blocks used for Low Performer

How can I Edit the Assessment’s
Feedback and Outcome?
Finally the assessment’s feedback and outcomes can also be edited.
Through the editor you can add additional outcomes and associated
scoredbands and feedback messages. For instance if you grade on a letter scale of A, B, C or D you can create an outcome for each of these
grades with the corresponding scoreband expressed as a percentage
range where A could be 90-100, B is 80-89, C is 70-79 and D is 0-69.
Figure 7: Add Jump Block

How can I use Jump Blocks?
If you have a multiple block assessment and the participant performs
extremely well on the first block you could send that participant to the
last block of the assessment where the most difficult questions are found.

Figure 10: Add Outcome

How can I Edit the Settings of an Individual Assessment Outcome?
You can edit the settings of the outcome by clicking on the Assessment
Outcome and then on Edit Settings

Figure 8: Jump Blocks used for High Performer

Conversely the participant who doesn’t perform well on the first block will
be sent to intermediary blocks containing less difficult questions and only
upon performing a certain level in those blocks will this participant ever
reach the most difficult questions.

Figure 11: Edit Settings
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You may want to change the associated feedback score bands or change
the feedback message.
You may also want to edit the feedback to include one or all of the following:



Total Score



Topic, or



Topic scores/outcomes

Figure 14: Setting Email

Finding more information
For more information on creating assessments
please refer to Creating Assessments in the
Getting Started Guide for Perception 5
Figure 12: Edit Feedback Outcome

For more detailed information on Assessments
please refer to the sections of the Authoring
Guide outlined below.

Branching to Another Assessment

For information on different types of assessments
please refer to the section Assessment types.

You can choose to branch to another assessment based on an outcome or
to another URL like a course website for example.

For further information on what blocks are available in an assessment please refer to the section
Assessment blocks.
This section comprises the following sub-sections:
 The Control block
 Question blocks
 Jump blocks

Figure 13: Branch to Another Assessment

Sending Emails Based on the Outcome
And its even possible to automatically trigger an email message on the
basis of an outcome. You can specify a number of recipients for the email
message. For instance in the training scenario it might be valuable for the
message to be sent to the participant, the instructor and perhaps even the
participant’s supervisor.

